
W hile comics and graphic novels
seem an easy format to couple
with the 2011 Teen Read

Week� theme of Picture It, the diversity
of viewpoints and genres the format
supports can be mined for something
deeper than simply offering the picture-
positive. The “picture” part of graphic
literature involves creative expression, may
rely on other visual resources, can nimbly
portray parody (a literary genre that
resonates well with many teens), and allow
narratives told from one viewpoint to be
retold from another.

Let’s look at some fine examples of
these, each of which offers teen readers an
invitation to read for the fun of it—and for
the discovery of visual impact on
storytelling as well.

Sid Jacobson and Ernie Col�on have
been working in the comics industry for
decades. More recently, they have been
collaborating on nonfiction projects in
which pictures are essential to the narrative
or provide key ways of understanding
events that mere words cannot. Their most
recently published project, Anne Frank
(Hill and Wang, 2010), was sponsored by
the Anne Frank House, an Amsterdam
museum that preserves and gives public
display to the World War II hiding place
Anne’s diary made famous. Anne’s father,
Otto Frank, was a lifelong amateur
photographer, and it is many of his own
candid snapshots of his family that are
among the thousands of images the
museum has collected in pursuit of
continuing scholarship on the Jewish

experience under Nazism. The watercolor
images throughout Jacobson and Col�on’s
work—which is a biography of Anne, not a
retelling of her diary—are based
purposefully on this photo archive. Because
of that, the reader sees not just styles of the
time, but the Frank family’s actual clothing,
not just the artist’s interpretation of mood
through posture, but the postures of the
family members as they aged and became
increasingly stressed.

Jacobson and Col�on also use the format
to an advantage that is both subtle and
uniquely edifying: the sequential art
medium permits the writer or artist to
present the personal as well as the public
aspects of a historical moment as fully
intertwined. Unlike a narrative text in which
one reads one type of account and then
possibly the other, or a film in which only
the splitting of a screen—which itself
requires a visual stunning of thought in
preference of action—the historically based
graphic novel text can move the reader from
the personal to the public within a small
amount of page space, requiring the mind to
attend to what the eye shows: the personal
has a public context, the public has a
personal effect. In Anne Frank, this is
effected through the use of panels that show
what is going on outside the Secret Annex,
cut between witnessing events as Anne and
her family experienced life while in hiding.

Picture it: we have our own lives, our
own expressions and styles, and yet we are
surrounded by a world that informs how
we can express ourselves, where we can be
seen—and when we must remain hidden.

Lynda Barry, whose often quirky
comics do not use the medium of
photography as a basis, shares what
amounts to a rich course in learning how to
picture for oneself, in Picture This (Drawn
and Quarterly, 2009). Barry gently taps the
reader’s creativity and encourages nascent
visual expression through a series of
nondogmatic exercises that feature a
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Near-Sighted Monkey, the long-
established Barry cartoon character of
Marlys, and Barry’s own exercise doodles.
Even those with no desire to create the
visual will be engaged by her invitation to
use one’s eyes to do more than simply look,
but to also gaze, stare, and otherwise see.

Picture it: finding your inner visual
artist can tap a supply of imagination such
as you never realized you had.

What happens when a contemporary
artist is given a venue for collaboration with
those from the past? France’s great fine arts
museum, the Louvre, contracted with
comics publisher NBM for a series of
graphic novels featuring art within the
museum. The Glacial Period (Nicolas
DeCrecy, English translation ComicsLit,
2007) is the first in the series, juxtaposing
futurist science fiction with an exploration
of real art treasures from the past. Again,
this eschews dogma, makes important use
of full color, and doesn’t outlast the story it
has to tell. Other titles in the brief series
allow readers to explore the might-be-
creepy work of an archivist in The Museum
Vaults (Marc-Antoine Mathieu, 2007),
and the most recent, The Sky Over the
Louvre (Jean-Louis Carri�ere and Bernard
Yslaire, English translation 2011), in which
the evidence of the French Revolution’s
affect on painting is revealed before the
reader’s eyes.

Picture it: fine art doesn’t have to be
approached without imagination on the
part of either the storyteller or the viewer.

Oral sarcasm’s literary cousin parody
interprets nicely in sequential art form. In
fact, the history of graphic novels’ ancestors
hearkens back to 18th century caricature.
Most recently, the publisher Papercutz
“Slices” series has been releasing spot-on
and frighteningly funny parodies of popular
young adult series. In Breaking Down
(Stefan Petrucha and Rick Parker, 2011),
the “Twilight” saga gets treated to a boldly

colored and side-slapping remake as
antiheroine Bleh-Bleh and her boy toy
Fredward Sullen turn all the vampire and
romance tropes on their heads—or kick
them in the belly. Because of teen
familiarity with the original—whether any
one teen has any taste for that—the puns
and over the top caricaturing that goes on
in this parody will both make sense and
show how clever a visual joke or three or
four hundred of them can be.

Picture it: a series which has run its
course in terms of publishing and library
staff patience can be reborn with the simple
injection of fake blood and really bad twists
on now tiresome characters.

In a move opposite that of parody
is the expanding and opening of a
narrative text by way of presenting a
visually rich version of its story. Jane
Austen’s Sense and Sensibility, a classic
prose novel, is written in epistolary form,
requiring the original narrative to omit
details about landscape and body
language. In their conceptualization of
Austen’s work, Sonny Liew’s manga-
tinted art works with Nancy Butler’s
adaptation (Marvel, 2011) to give the
reader the opportunity to see the world
in which the letters were written. To
achieve this, the novel also had to be
realized anew to include dialog that

Picture It. . .with Your Ears
Connecting this year’s Teen ReadWeek themewith audiobooks provides another way to
encourage the use of visual imagination. Just as oral literature predated our efforts to write
artfully, well performed audiobooks using well written source writings give themind’s eye a
lot to see.
Because well crafted audio provides instant access to character elements such as accent,
gender, age and evenmetabolic disposition, listening readers can have an easy and
satisfying time seeing them and the action described. Audiobooks that include ambient
sounds from the stories’ described surroundings also offer the possibility to enter theworld
created byt the authors more fully. Here are some examples to discuss with listening teens:
Before WeWere Free. Book by Julia Alvarez, read by the author. (Listening Library, 2004,
5.3 hours).
The author’s story of Dominican life under the 1950’s dictator known infamously as El Jefe
includesmany emotionally charged family discussions as well as descriptions, all readily
pictured as the author reads her ownwords.
The Jacky Faber saga. Books by L. M. Meyer, read by Katherine Kellgren. (Listen and Live,
2008 forward)
By creating andmaintaining a host of appropriate accents and personalities, Kellgren
brings the 18th century—at sea and on the streets of London, Boston and Jamaica—to life
andmakes it a breeze to picture Jacky and her cohorts.
Jerk, California. Book by Jonathan Friesen, read by Andy Paris. (Recorded Books, 2010, 9.5
hours)
What better way to picture how Tourette’s syndrome can affect the sufferer than by
listening to him tell you about it?
Just Tricking! Book by Andy Griffiths, read by Styg Wemyss. (Bolinda Audio, 2004, 3 hours)
Younger adolescents will snort with laughter and have no trouble picturing—and perhaps
replicating—the practical jokes described here.
Night. Book by Elie Wiesel, read by Jeffery Rosenblatt. (Audio Bookshelf, 2000, 3.75 hours)
Listening to this starkmemoir of concentration camp life during theHolocaust boosts the horror
even higher andmakes it impossible to turn a blindmind’s eye fromwhat the victims lived.
Will Grayson, Will Grayson. Book by John Green and David Levithan, read by MacLeod
Andrews and Nick Podehl. (Brilliance Audio, 2010, 8 hours)
A performance featuring two different actors lends auditory truth andmakes it even easier
to picture the relationship development between the twoWills.
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“outs” the characters’ formerly
inward thoughts.

Picture it: what happens when we
speak aloud what we have before spoken
only within our heads?

While recent prose novels have
included increasing numbers of references to
comics and graphic novels as a way
of offering a suggestion of preferences
(and thus traits) held by their fictional
characters, a few of these narrative authors
actually offer readers a true understanding
of how sequential art works. Norma Howe
provided that in her “Blue Avenger” series
(beginning with The Adventures of Blue
Avenger, H. Holt, 1999), while Barry Lyga’s
The Astonishing Adventures of Fanboy and
Goth Girl (Houghton Mifflin, 2006)
includes much information about the
qualities of a graphic novel and how one
goes about creating a narrative based on
visual imagery. Neither of these novelists
has thrown “comics fan” at a character just

for the sake of making the character popular
with some readers. Instead, these characters
understand comics and, because they do,
readers who get to know them will come
away with some genuine sense of sequential
art’s strengths and attractions as well.

Picture it: traditional text-only novels
in which the art and function of graphic
storytelling is revealed.

Web comics are not all created equal in
terms of how they exploit—or ignore—their
online medium. Some really good ones just
sit in panels on the screen, as though the
Internet connection were a substitute for the
paper page. Others, however, manage to walk
the tightrope between that and full
animation—motion on the screen—which
would take them out of the realm of graphic
lit and make them into video instead. More
and more apps are being created for Web
comics reading on different devices, but more
to the point here is that there is an increasing
amount of guidance for teens—and others—

who want to create their own Web comics.
Michael Duggan’s Web Comics for Teens
(Cengage, 2008) no longer holds the most
useful technology information, given all the
changes that have occurred in the past few
years, but it still holds strength as a guide in
story development, character creation and
maintenance, and teen friendly information
about how to make gags work.

Picture it: teens can launch their own
ideas off the paper and around the world
by developing Web comics.

Creative expression, visual resonance,
literary stylings, and viewpoint flexibility
have a lot to offer that’s fun, stimulating to
mind and senses, and encouraging of
adolescent development. Picture it: the
iceberg of options is way bigger than this
tip we’ve just explored. And that’s the
beauty of Teen Read Week: it’s the
invitation to look inside and underneath
and all around at the possibilities for
reading for the fun of it. YALS
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